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Participating in Canada’s 
economic growth
On July 1, Canada celebrated its 150th birthday.  
To commemorate Canada’s sesquicentennial year, 
we take a look at the evolution of our domestic 
capital markets, economic growth, and your 
participation in the story of some of Canada’s 
greatest and most innovative companies as  
an investor in RBC Select Portfolios.

Natural beauty, natural resources
Canada’s economic history is a unique one, driven largely 
by our country’s abundant natural resources. Centuries 
before Confederation, the country’s economy was primarily 
concentrated on the fur trade. Hunters and trappers would 
travel the length of North America, bringing pelts to the 
ports of Montreal and Quebec City for shipment to Europe. 
Some of the oldest Canadian companies date back to this 
formative time in our history. 

In the early 19th century, timber shortages in Europe led to the 
rise of the next commodity to influence the Canadian economic 
evolution. Saint John, Quebec City and Ottawa became key 
business centres and transportation hubs as demand rose  
and countless ships traversed the Atlantic Ocean with Canadian 
timber on board. The timber trade became a massive industry 
and also helped spur immigration to North America. In its wake, 
the timber industry gave rise to the agricultural industry, as 
farmers supplied the new inhabitants.
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Financials and Energy make up more than half of the 
S&P/TSX Composite Index 
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36,286,425

3,463,000

33.5% Financials

20.7% Energy

11.9% Materials

9.6% Industrials 

5.4% Consumer discretionary

18.9% Other

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. As of May 31, 2017.
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As the second largest country in the world by land mass, 
transportation infrastructure also played a major role in  
the evolution of Canada’s economy. Connecting the country 
afforded each province the ability to pursue trade beyond 
its local markets. Canals were constructed to facilitate the 
movement of timber and wheat along the country’s river 
system, and on November 7, 1885, the last spike was driven 
home to complete the Canadian Pacific Railway. This 
transcontinental railroad linked Canada from 
coast to coast, accelerated interprovincial 
trade and reduced the young nation’s 
reliance on the United States. In the prairie 
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan 
and Alberta, an agricultural economy 
began to thrive thanks in large part to the 
railway network.

Canada comes of age 
By the early 1900s, Canada, along with 
the rest of world, experienced an economic 
boom. Technological advancements and new farming 
techniques helped spur industrialization, and population 
growth contributed to the rise of the Canadian West as a 
primary supplier of wheat. Yet, in the late 1920s and early 
1930s, Canada was hit hard by the Great Depression. Global 
demand for wheat, lumber and mining products plummeted 
and Canada remained mired in a depression for nearly a 
decade until the beginning of the Second World War.

In the decades that followed, the population of the country 
grew, as did the economy. Canada simultaneously became 
more closely integrated with global markets and established 
itself as an important oil supplier. Key trading relationships 
were established with the U.S., Europe, China and Mexico. 
Canada’s financial markets, while small on a global scale, 
are now a trusted global source of financing and equity 

investment. Canadian banks are  considered to be 
among the world’s most stable, well-regulated 

and well-managed. The Financials and 
Energy sectors have grown to become 
dominant economic forces in Canada 
and together account for more than 
50% of the S&P/TSX Composite Index’s 
market capitalization.

True North Strong & Free 
The portion of your RBC Select Portfolio 

allocated to Canadian securities changes over 
time as we pursue the best global investment 

opportunities available. Actively diversifying across 
geographical regions can help to increase potential returns  
and manage the volatility of the portfolio. Canada’s rich history, 
combined with notable strength in the industries mentioned 
above, means it’s no surprise that there is always a meaningful 
allocation to Canada in your portfolio. As we honour Canada’s 
150th birthday, let’s celebrate the fact that our country’s 
economic history is infused in the DNA of the companies  
whose stocks and bonds are part of your RBC Select Portfolio.
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Canada’s 
oldest stock 

exchange was founded 
in 1832 at the Exchange 

Coffee House in Montreal. 
In 1934, it was surpassed 
in volume by the Toronto 

Stock Exchange 
(founded in 1861).

Canada within RBC Select Portfolios

Sources: RBC GAM, Morningstar Direct. As of May 31, 2017. Portfolio characteristics are subject to change.

Top 5 Canadian Holdings

Fixed Income Equity

Province of Ontario Royal Bank of Canada

Government of Canada Bank of Nova Scotia

Province of Quebec The Toronto-Dominion Bank

Bank of Nova Scotia Enbridge Inc.

The Toronto-Dominion 
Bank Canadian National Railway Co.
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What happened in world markets last quarter

Fixed income
Fixed income markets remained relatively stable this quarter, as low inflation coupled with slow-but-steady growth spurred 
little concern from bond investors. Most global central banks paused to consider the impact of the apparent synchronized 
economic upturn now underway. Despite increasing signs that the country’s economic growth is moderating, the U.S. 
Federal Reserve raised the fed funds rate by another quarter-percentage point. This quarter, the FTSE TMX Canada Universe 
Bond Index rose 1.1%, while the Citigroup World Government Bond Index US$ (US$ hedged) was up 0.8%.

Canadian equities 
Despite the sharp 
decline in oil prices 
this quarter, Canadian 
equities held their own, 

as a strengthening domestic economy 
and increasing employment helped 
consumer-related stocks partially offset 
losses in the Energy and Materials 
sectors. A potential cooling of real 
estate prices in key markets raised 
credit-exposure concerns, slowing the 
momentum of banking stocks. For the 
quarter, the S&P/TSX Composite Index 

declined by 1.6%.

U.S. equities
U.S. equities posted 
positive returns 
this quarter, as U.S. 
corporate profits 

continued to recover from their two-
year swoon. With both the domestic 
and global economies exhibiting 
continued strength, solid consumer 
demand was complemented 
by rising business demand. 
This increased demand helped 
employment stay steady while wages 
pushed higher. With expectations 
fading for the implementation 
of President Trump’s pro-growth 
policies, investors instead focused on 
improving equity fundamentals. The 

S&P 500 rose 0.5% this quarter.

International equities
As economic growth 
continued to gain 
momentum and inflation 
remained positive but 

subdued, European equities drove 
higher this quarter. The impact of Brexit 
and the new UK minority government 
raised some concerns, but not enough to 
scare off investors. Stocks in China’s key 
mainland equity market were added to 
global stock indices, further integrating 
the country’s leading companies into 
the global financial system. Growth 
remained relatively strong in emerging 
markets due to rising domestic and 
global demand. This quarter, the  
MSCI EAFE Index finished up 3.3%  
and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index 

added 3.5%.

Portfolio Manager viewpoint 
Sarah Riopelle, CFA , Vice President & Senior Portfolio Manager, Investment Solutions

The economic uptick that began in the summer of 2016 has continued to grow. Central banks are 
responding with tighter, if less accommodative, monetary policies, and the risks to our outlook appear 
manageable. We expect the long-term direction for bond yields is higher and our models confirm this view. 
But receding enthusiasm about Trump’s policies has weighed on yields, reintroducing the fixed-income 
valuation risk that had been alleviated shortly after the election. Global equities have reached new highs 

and valuations may no longer be a driving force for stocks, at least in the United States. Fortunately, U.S. profits have recovered 
from their two-year swoon and, if earnings achieve analyst estimates, the total-return potential for stocks remains quite positive.  
Our current recommended asset mix for a global balanced investor is 59% equities (strategic neutral: 55%), 38% bonds  
(strategic neutral: 43%) and 3% in cash.
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All returns are in C$ except where indicated. Canadian, U.S., MSCI EAFE and MSCI Emerging Markets index returns are total returns.



Shelly used her $150  
to assemble care 

packages for  
Covenant House. 

Vancouver, BC

Andrew raised money 
for toys to donate to a 

children’s hospital. 
Calgary, AB

Rachel organized a community feast 
to celebrate Inuit culture. 
Iqaluit, NU

Natalya set up a blessings  
box for her community. 
Battleford, SK

Jackie helped out a new 
immigrant family. 
Welland, ON

Cody created  
a safe-space lounge  
at his school. 
Montague, PEI

Kayla organized a trip to 
see a hockey game for  

kids living with autism. 
Kelowna, BC

The Canada 150 Initiative: Making it count  
Following RBC’s launch of the Canada 150 Initiative in October – where thousands of specially selected youth between  
the ages of 16 and 25 were given $150 and asked to make a positive impact in their community – the hashtag 
#Make150Count has taken off.

Participants in the program proved once again how the youth of Canada hold the promise of a bright future for this country. 
Here are some highlights of the extraordinary acts of kindness being generated across Canada:

RBC is a proud sponsor of the Make 150 Count program and of Canadian youth. To learn more, visit rbc.com/make150count.

We thank you for your ongoing trust in continuing to hold RBC Select Portfolios as part of your investment plan.  
If you have any questions or comments, please contact us or your advisor.
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